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بودن يا نبودن
To Be or Not to Be
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In this part:
Expressing your name, your nationality (saying where are you from); asking about
someone’s name and nationality; naming ( describing) things; introducing (formal/casual) a
person; asking how people are and saying how you feel; saying thank you, apologizing,
greeting and saying goodbye; counting 10 to 20
GRAMMAR: personal pronouns; demonstratives; “to be” and its present / past and negative
forms; the short attached form of “to be”; differences between written/ spoken Persian;
possessive structures; interrogative particles and the emphatic ‘  مالone’s own’
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In this part:
Talking about places, basic comparisons, giving a compliment; asking the time; telling the
time; making and answering a telephone call ;making a date, counting by 20 to 100
GRAMMAR: singular/ plural; adjective (comparative, superlative, attributive); past tense
of ‘to be’
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In this part:
Talking about one’s own room (ownership) ; asking and giving a mailing address, phone
number, email; making and setting a date (basic) ; confirming a date and address by telephone ; asking a caller to stay on hold; counting by 100 to 1000 ...
GRAMMAR: order of words in the sentence; to have (present, past, interrogative, negative
forms); attached possessive pronouns
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In this part:
Chatting with a friend in a Cafe ; asking a friend whether you are disturbing him/her;
inviting a friend to be your guest; expressing likes / dislikes ( to like /to love) ; Writing a
short academic biography ; your academic life, fields of study;
talking about expertise and professions.
GRAMMAR: verb structure: simple present, simple past, interrogative and negative
forms of the proper (regular) verbs; simple and compound verbs, present as the future
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In this part:
Phone calls : requesting to speak to someone, responding to questions, answering , informing caller of wrong number, apologizing for dialling a wrong number, confirming a date,
talking about a book, a film (basic), talking about one’s daily activities; writing a short diary
entry ; expressing boredom, fatigue , amazement; talking about personal and bodily characteristics , sending hello ( regards) to a friend.
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In this part:
Introducing a friend to a friend, going to an Iranian restaurant, talking about meals, ordering, commenting about a meal, asking for and paying a bill; daily shopping, shopping
(bargaining) for fruit in Iran; choosing a store in one’s neighborhood, reading and writing a short biography, reading and talking about modern poetry, comparing two literary
texts, improvising on a modern poetic piece
Grammar: using the emphatic pronoun‘ ُخودoneself’; using the interrogative adjectives
( quantifying pronouns)
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Part VII
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I Must Go Tonight…
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In this part:

Expressing obligation, ease, an apology, worry, boredom; regret, sadness; longing for
( missing) a person or a place; proposing a toast, responding to a toast, offering help, extending and responding to an invitation;inquiring about a friend’s mood; asking a friend
whether or not she/he has been hurt by your words; persuading a friend to do something;
saying ‘yes’ to a friend who wants to make a date with you; saying ‘no’ to him or her and
mentioning your reasons.
Grammar: present subjunctive mood, simple and compound verbs in the subjunctive
mood; negative subjunctive mood, past continuous
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Part VIII
 جشن سال نوايرانی، نوروز
Nowruz, The Iranian New Year Celebration
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LESSON 4: “THE WORDS” 230
In this part:
Expressing love and fondness, hatred ( colloquial ); respect; gratitude; admiration; sympathy; hope; a wish; stating reason for a call; presenting a gift, celebrating Nowruz
( Iranian new year); Nowruz greeting; writing a greeting card for a friend; wishing her/
him a happy New Year ; reading modern poetry and discussing it; speaking and writing
about a wish or dream; speaking about famous people, a bestseller book ; writing a
short bio about a favorite figure, writing and speaking about a country.
Grammar: the multifunctional

 ; یpresent perfect tense
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In this part:
Expressing passion, anger, emotional discomfort; speaking about illness, pain, fever, feeling
better. Visiting a doctor and explaining your illness; leaving a message for a friend; stating
that one does not have time to talk; stating reason for a call; leaving a phone message; politely asking a friend to do a favor; gossiping, breaking up with someone. Various uses of the
verb to “become”.
Grammar: repeating adverbs
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Part X
کارت پستالھا
Postcards
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In this part:
Speaking about places; writing a short travel note, a postcard; questions and answers in
an Iranian airport; checking on a flight ;calling for a cab; booking a room in a hotel; giving
driving directions ( address) ; expressing need, happiness, regret, certainty, agreement/
disagreement; forgetting and reminding; making an emphatic wish; asking for help; more
phone expressions …
Grammar: more subjunctive ; the habitual past; the past perfect; the passive and active
voice
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Tehran-Gelesians
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LESSON 3: “OH, LOS ANGELES” 303
LESSON 4: SARA’S LOST CAT 308
In this part:
Making a suggestion, decision; expressing fear, explaining reason for a call; asking someone to be on hold during a phone conversation; apologizing; discussing the weather,
speaking about lost and found items, inquiring about a lost thing, planning a weekend, interviewing a celebrity, speaking and writing about one’s homeland ( hometown); reading a
modern poem...
Grammar: conditional (IF) clauses; the perfect subjunctive tense
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Part XII
مھمانی
Party
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( READING RUMI)
In this part:
Getting to a party; inviting guests ; apologizing for being late; more on giving directions in
the city; traffic signs; introducing friends at a party; making a complement; thanking a host ;
taking a position in a discussion; comparing; arguing; expressing warning, preference, opinion, differences, agreement and disagreement; writing a short report, a short narrative, a
friendly note, a formal application letter; discussing a controversial film; reading a classical
poem, reading about a poetry book popular in the US ( translated poems of Rumi )...
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